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Shards of Darkness, hereafter referred to as SoD, is an improvisational live action role playing 
troupe. SoD functions under the Vampire themed role-playing game Mind's Eye Theatre (MET) 
published by White Wolf and operates in conjunction with the international One World By Night 
gaming organization, hereafter referred to as OWBN. It is the purpose of these rules to define the limits
and responsibilities imposed on players and storytelling staff and where needed define rules errata not 
sufficiently covered by the MET system.

Definitions:
Shards of Darkness: The Chronicle, role-playing troupe, players, characters etc associated with the One
World By Night member chronicle based in Toledo, OH

Player Base: All members of the Shards of Darkness role-playing troupe.

Player: An individual member with a Player Character based out of Shards of Darkness

Player Character (character, PC): A character being portrayed by a Player created using the official 
MET rules.

Non-Player Character (NPC): Any character portrayed by a member of the Shards of Darkness staff 
created for the purposes of driving plot forward.

Staff: Any member who has an administrative role as defined herein.

Downtime: Any scene, action, or other Player activity that falls outside of normal game sessions. Also 
known as Out of Game

In Character (IC): The act of portraying a character in SoD. This includes the exchange of plot related 
or other information between two or more Player Characters

Out of Character (OOC): Information exchanged between players that is not related to plot or that is 
not intended for use In Character. Use of OCC information in an IC setting is considered cheating. Use 
of OOC circumstances to beget IC punishment or other IC consequences is also considered cheating. 
All communication during a game sessions unless otherwise defined is assumed to be In Character. All 
e-mail communication unless otherwise defined is assumed to be Out of Character.

Plot: Any story, narration, scenario, or other device by which Game Sessions are played by the Player 
Base. Plot includes any scenes or other narration provided at a game session or any scene that occurs at 
another OWBN member chronicle per the House Rules of that Chronicle or any scene defined as 
Downtime per these rules.



Administrative Rules

Administrative Positions:

1: Head Storyteller (HST)

The head storyteller is the highest authority in Shards of Darkness. All decisions regarding plot, 
approval of new characters, disciplinary actions or any other decision that impacts the Player Base, an 
individual player or Shards of Darkness as a whole are ultimately the responsibility of the HST. All 
decisions made by any other staff member must be reported to the HST for final approval. This is an 
Elected position.

1.a: HST Administrative Responsibilities
 Maintain a suitable playing location for SoD
 Mediate Player Disputes
 Appoint or Remove Assistant Storytellers, Narrators, or other Staff as needed
 Maintain all SoD mailing lists
 Maintain an official database of Player and Non-Player Characters
 Maintain an official record of Player actions
 Maintain good standing within the OWBN by ensuring the chronicle meets all reporting 

standards required by the OWBN
 Keeping of any supplies procured for use by SoD
 Maintain an official game attendance record
 Other duties as needed and not specifically defined as duties for other staff

1.b: HST Game Operation Responsibilities
 Approval of New Player Characters
 Approval of all Experience Point Awards and Expenditures
 Approval of all item cards
 Stamping of official item cards and character sheets that have been approved for play
 Creation of Plot and other scenarios for use during play
 Adjudication of any and all rules disputes
 Running any scene in which a Player Character may be killed unless that Character is portrayed 

by the HST
 Approval of all Downtime or other out of game related scenes
 Approval of any other player action, scene, item creation etc not defined herein

1.c: HST Delegation
As appointing Story Telling and other staff is the responsibility of the HST the HST is free to delegate 
any of the above responsibilities to Alternate Storytellers (AST) or Narrators as he or she sees fit. The 
HST may not delegate their power to make final rules decisions nor may the HST allow anyone but 
themselves to approve new characters. The HST may not delegate any responsibility that is specifically
defined herein as belonging to another Staff Member without the express approval of that Staff 
Member.



2: Alternate Storyteller (AST) and Narrator
This position is appointed exclusively by the HST. All duties and responsibilities of this position are 
defined by the HST. This position is strictly voluntary and the HST may not force anyone into this 
position.

3: Player Representative
The Player Representative serves as a mediator between the Staff and the Players. If a Player wishes to 
raise a dispute anonymously or feels that the HST is not remaining unbiased toward their position it is 
the Responsibility of the Player Representative to bring that player's concerns to the Staff 
anonymously. The Player Representative may mediate any Out of Character disputes at their discretion.
This is an Elected position.

4: Council Representative
This position as defined by the OWBN is an elected member of the Chronicle whose responsibility is to
relay announcements and other communique from OWBN to Shards of Darkness. The Council 
Representative also serves as a voting member of the OWBN council and relays the wishes of the 
Chronicle to the OWBN whenever a vote is held.

5: Treasurer
It is the responsibility of the treasurer to collect and maintain any money collected for the purpose of a 
site fee or other donations. The treasurer shall maintain an accurate record of all funds collected which 
is to be reported to the HST and other Staff on a monthly basis. This is an Elected position.

Administrative Eligibility:

Any Player who is a member of SoD in good standing is eligible for an Administrative Role. A Player 
who has received chronicle strikes, OWBN Strikes, or is not a member of SoD may not serve in an 
Administrative Role.

Administrative Elections:

1: HST
The HST shall be elected by a majority vote of the Player Base on a yearly basis. This Vote is to be 
held on the First Game session in January or the last Game Session in a calendar year. The vote shall be
held as a closed ballot vote unless the Player Base agrees to a different voting method.

1.a: The Player Base may vote to recall the HST any time after the first 3 months of their term. If the 
Vote is successful normal voting procedures shall be followed to elect a new HST who will serve the 
remainder of the term of the HST that has been recalled. If the vote fails a new vote may not be called 
until 3 months has passed.

1.b: The sitting HST may step down at any time whereupon a vote to elect a new HST will be held on 
the following Game Session. The new HST will serve the remainder of the term of the HST who 
stepped down. The 3 month recall limit begins from the date the new HST begins their service.



2: Player Representative
The Player Representative shall be elected by a majority vote of the player base on a six month basis. 
This Vote will be held on the First Game session in January or the last Game Session in a calendar year.
A second vote will be held six months from the date when the newly elected Player Representative has 
begun their term.

3: Council Representative
The Council Representative shall be elected by a majority vote of the player base on a six month basis. 
This Vote will be held on the First Game session in January or the last Game Session in a calendar year.
A second vote will be held six months from the date when the newly elected Council Representative 
has begun their term.

4: Treasurer
The Treasurer shall be elected by a majority vote of the player base on a six month basis. This Vote will
be held on the First Game session in January or the last Game Session in a calendar year. A second vote
will be held six months from the date when the newly elected Treasurer has begun their term.

Any staff member may relinquish their position at any time whereupon the appropriate election will be 
held to elect a new staff member. After a staff member has been changed either voluntarily or by a vote 
of the player base, the prior staff member shall have 30 days to turn over any relevant records, e-mail 
passwords or other materials required by the new staff member to perform their duties.

The current sitting Staff member is not permitted to vote in the election of their own position. In the 
event of a tie, the current sitting staff member for the position being decided shall cast the deciding vote



Player Rules

Players, Player Status, and Character Status

Players must be 18 years of age or older to Participate in Shards of Darkness. A Player who is 16 or 17 
years of age may play providing they have a liability waiver that is signed by their parent or legal 
guardian.

A Player may have at most 3 active characters in Shards of Darkness. These are designated Primary, 
Secondary, and Backup. Only the Primary and Secondary character are eligible for play and may earn 
experience points. The Backup character may become a Player's Primary or Secondary character in the 
event that they retire their existing Primary or Secondary character, or their existing Primary or 
Secondary character is killed or made ineligible for play.

Characters owned by the same player may not hold city officer positions simultaneously as this would 
create a conflict of interests.

Players have two possible statuses, Active and Inactive. A player must be active to receive a vote 
during a round table session.

ACTIVE: A player will be considered active as long as they have signed into at least one game session, 
or serve in an administrative Staff capacity at least once every 3 months. All characters owned by an 
Active player are eligible for play, travel and down time scenes. Any player who makes prior
arrangements with the HST may be considered ACTIVE indefinitely at the discretion of the HST.

INACTIVE: A player will be considered inactive at such time as they do not meet the requirements to 
be considered an ACTIVE player. All Characters owned by an inactive player are ineligible for play 
and may not travel or participate in down time scenes. INACTIVE players may not vote during a round
table session or propose changes to the House Rules.

Any player who has been INACTIVE for at least 3 months, meaning they have made no prior 
arrangements with the HST, nor have they signed into a game for at least 6 months may, at the 
discretion of the HST, have their characters permanently removed from play and deleted from the 
official character log.

Any Player whose Status has been challenged shall have 2 weeks to confirm their status with the 
HST.

Player Points:

Player Points may be awarded in the following manner and may not exceed a total award of 8 player 
points per month.

Attendance: Players will receive 1 Player Point providing they sign into at least one SoD game session 
in a month.

Round Table: Players will receive 1 Player Point for participating in a Round Table session.

Staff: Any player serving in an administrative or other staff role will receive 2 player points per month.



Exceptional Costuming: Players who the Staff feel have gone above and beyond in portraying a 
character through a costume may receive 1 player point.
The HST may at his or her discretion award player points providing they document the reason for the 
award.

Experience Points:

Per OWBN regulations a Player Character may not receive more than 8 experience points per month. 
Experience points are awarded at SoD in the following manner.

Attendance: A character receives 2 experience points for signing into an SoD game session. If a Player 
has multiple characters only one of those characters may receive experience in this manner per session. 
The Player must indicate on the sign in sheet which of their characters is receiving this experience if 
they sign in more than one character in a session.

Extra Attendance: A character that receives Attendance experience for both SoD game sessions in a 
month receives 1 additional experience.

Canceled Game: If a regular SoD game session is canceled for any reason all Active Players will 
receive 2 experience that they may assign to one of their Active characters. If both game sessions in a 
month are canceled for any reason ALL active players will receive 8 experience points for all of their 
Active characters (except for any character that is designated as their Backup character).

Good Role Play (aka rp nom or nomination): Each Player is permitted to award 1 experience point per 
session to a player they feel has portrayed their character in a fun or entertaining way.

Costuming: A player who wears consistent costuming in such a way that their character is identifiable 
by sight will receive 1 experience point for that character.

Down Time: Characters may receive up to 4 experience points for down time scenes. These may 
include but are not limited to: Influence Actions, E-mail scenes, Chat Room Scenes, or Instant 
Messaging Scenes. A log of the scene must be sent to the HST or AST staff to be eligible for down time
experience. The HST is the sole arbiter of whether or not a scene qualifies for down time experience.

Travel: A character that signs into a session at another OWBN member chronicle receives 1 experience 
point per session to a maximum of 5 experience points. A character that signs into every session of an 
event game receives 4 experience points. Travel must be logged in the form of an e-mail from the ST 
Staff of the chronicle or a stamped item card from that chronicle.

Staff: Players that serve in an administrative role or as HST or AST may assign up to 8 experience 
points to one of their Active Primary or Secondary characters. All of this experience must be assigned 
to the same character and may not be split in any fashion, nor may this allow them to exceed the 
imposed 8 experience point per month limit.

Player Point Expenditure:

Player points may be expended in the following manner:



Cost in Player 
Points

Effect (Experience, Resources, Background points, and/or Role Play 
may be needed for all of these in addition to Player Points)

6 Small Personal Plot: A chance to gain an unusual lore, a level of 
mentor, an unusual ability.

9 Minor Item Access Plot: A chance at a low-power but hard to obtain 
item, tool, component, weapon, or similar. Approx. Rarity 2

12 Generation Cap Breaker 1: Make next Character as a 9th Gen. (Must still
buy Generation Background at creation. Only usable when creating a 
new character.)

18 Significant Personal Plot: A chance to gain some rare lore, a significant 
Ally or Mentor, an unusual Discipline (Such as Combo or Dark Ages), a
Rarity 3 item or other ropes to hang yourself with. Such Plots rarely end
when the spoils are obtained. You have been warned.

21 Generation Cap Breaker 2: Make next Character as an 8th Gen. (Must 
still buy Generation Background at creation. Only usable when creating
a new character.)

Player Points may also be exchanged for experience points on a Player Character at a 1 for 1 basis 
provided this does not exceed the 8 experience point per month limit.

Experience Point Expenditure:

Per the OWBN all experience point expenditures must follow the book “Mind's Eye Theatre: Laws of 
the Night Revised”

All players are required to register experience expenditures with the HST. The HST will approve or 
deny experience expenditures per OWBN guidelines.

The HST will register all Experience Point awards and Expenditures in an official character log. At any
time the HST may request to audit a Player Character to determine if the sheet they have presented at a 
Game Session matches the official record. The consequences for discrepancy are ultimately up to the 
HST, but is is suggested that the HST allow the Player in question the opportunity to explain any 
discrepancies.

Staff Player Characters:
Staff Members may not adjudicate any scene that directly or indirectly involves a benefit to any of their
player characters.

While it is not expressly prohibited, it is strongly suggested that the HST not portray any player 
characters during their term as HST.



Games, Game Sessions, and Round Tables

Game Sessions:
Presently game sessions are held on the First and Third Sunday of each month. These dates may be 
changed by a majority vote of the Player Base. Any scene that occurs outside of an SoD or other 
OWBN Game Session must be logged with an AST or the HST or it did not occur. Scenes that occur at 
OWBN member chronicles must follow the House Rules established by that Chronicle.

Any Player Character that is signed in an is not in a designated Out of Character area is considered to 
be in character. Unless otherwise noted using an established Out of Character hand sign, anything said 
by a signed in character is presumed to be In Character information.

In Character and Out of Character areas used during Game Sessions may only be defined by the HST 
or an AST. Players who are locationally challenged (at an In Character Location other than the one 
defined by the area they are in) must make every effort to make it clear that this is the case. Players 
who intend to travel to a locationally challenged area should, but are not required to, inform an AST or 
the HST. 

Players are required to log any scene that occurs wherein a significant advantage is gained (such 
as learning lore, learning significant plot information, gaining items, or learning a discipline etc) 
with an AST or the HST. Failure to do so will result in that scene/advantage etc being declared 
null and void.

Sign In Procedure:
The HST or an AST will designate a Sign in Area. Unless otherwise specified the sign in area is always 
an Out of Character location. Players arriving at Shards of Darkness must register their presence on the 
official sign in sheet which will be located in the designated sign in area. Players must register their 
name, the name of the character they are portraying, and their Home Chronicle. Players will throw a 
test for blood against any AST or the HST who is present in the sign in area, other tests for Rituals, 
Derangements or other issues will be thrown at this time. The results of these tests must be logged at 
the sign in area. Players who portray multiple characters may only sign in one character at a time. 

Per the discretion of the HST a player may change the character they are portraying once per session 
provided they follow all sign in procedures for the new character. The player must designate one of the 
characters they have signed in as the character that will receive experience points for that session. This 
must be clearly designated on the official sign in sheet. At the discretion of the HST a player present at 
a game session may be forced to sign in a specific character if they are required for a scene or the 
consequences of an ongoing plot demand it. Players who attempt to avoid consequences by refusing to 
sign in a character for a session they are present at may receive disciplinary action.

All Players Signing into a Shards of Darkness Game Session must provide a $1 game fee to the 
treasurer unless prior arrangements have been made with the treasurer.

The HST may refuse entry to any player at his or her discretion.

Round Table:
Round Table sessions are the method by which Players and Staff may bring concerns to the attention of 
the Player Base. Discussions appropriate for Round Table include but are not limited to: Staff 
Elections, Rules Issues, New House Rule Proposals, and Disciplinary Action.



All Active Players with a Player Character based in Shards of Darkness are permitted to attend and be 
heard at a Round Table Session. Any other Player may attend, but is not permitted to Vote on issues. 

Any active Player is permitted to request a Round Table session but only the HST or Staff 
Member designated by the HST may actually initiate a Round Table session.

Addendums and changes to the house rules will be voted on at a Round Table session. Any Player
or Staff member is permitted to propose changes to the house rules provided a written copy of 
the proposed change is provided to the Player Base at least two weeks prior to the Game Session 
in which the Round Table is to be held. In the event of a tied vote, the HST shall hold the deciding
vote for all House Rule changes.



Disciplinary Procedures

Chronicle Strikes and Game Session Removal:
At the discretion of the HST any player may be asked to leave a current game session if the HST deems
that player is being too disruptive or is refusing to follow staff instructions.

The HST may issue chronicle strikes at his or her discretion for infractions included but not limited to:

Disruptive behavior
Refusal to follow Staff instructions
Refusal to sign in a specific Character when plot or consequences demand it
Use of information gained Out of Character, from an unregistered scene, or otherwise not gained from 
standard in character methods (Meta Gaming)
Use of Alcohol or illicit substances while at an SoD game session
Deliberate misrepresentation of a character sheet or item cards
Using OOC circumstances beyond a player's control to gain an In Character advantage
Threats of Violence, Violence, or other verbal harassment
Sexual Harassment 
Bringing a weapon, real or fake, to a game session

While it is not required, it is strongly suggested the HST be able to provide evidence for any strike 
worthy offense in which a strike is issued.

Chronicle Strikes and Consequences

1 Strike: This player is not eligible for Staff positions. If they are currently serving in a staff position an
election will be held to elect a new staff member to replace this player. This player will remain 
ineligible for Staff positions for a period of no less than 180 days. The HST may elect to ban this player
for a period of time no more than 30 days.

3 Strikes: This player will be banned for a period of no less than 30 days. The HST may extend this 
period at his or her discretion. After the ban period ends the player must once again accumulate 3 
strikes to be banned again.

Any player who accumulates a lifetime total of 6 or more strikes will be reviewed for a permanent Ban 
from Shards of Darkness.

Appeals:
Players may appeal the issuing of any strike by requesting a Round Table session which shall take place
at the Game Session following the issuance of said strike. At such a session the Player Representative 
shall serve as the Player's Advocate and the other Staff Members shall serve as intermediaries to 
determine whether the strike was issued fairly or not. Players must abide by the decision made at this 
session and are not permitted to appeal a second time.



Character Creation Limitation and Rules Errata

New Player Characters are to be created using the rules outlines in “Mind's Eye Theatre: Laws of the 
Night Revised.”

Negative Traits: Sacrificing Path Rating and Derangements count toward the total 5 point limit players 
may earn for negative traits.

Abilities and Backgrounds: Players are limited to 3 levels in each ability or background at creation. 
This limit does not apply to bonus experience granted at creation.

Generation: Players are limited to 10th generation at creation unless otherwise allowed by the HST or 
by expending player points. A PC Sire will allow for starting above this limit, however the player must 
still spend initial starting points on the generation background.

Disciplines: Disciplines are limited to second basic at creation. There is no limit on in clan disciplines 
purchased with bonus experience granted at creation. Out of clan disciplines are limited to Second 
basic. Players may not start with any Clan specific discipline without the approval of the HST or 
appropriate OWBN coordinator unless that discipline is In clan.

Merits and Flaws: All Merits and Flaws must be approved by the HST. If a Mind's Eye Theatre write up
for a specific Merit or Flaw does not exist it will not be permitted. Only 7 bonus points may be earned 
from flaws, though players are free to take more flaws if they wish. Only 7 points worth of merits are 
allowed for new Player characters.

Anything not specifically covered in this section regarding new player characters must be approved by 
the HST.

PC Ghouls

Per Laws of the Night vampire creation rules with the following exceptions:
Attributes: Ghouls have a maximum of 9 in all Attribute categories.
Disciplines: Ghouls begin with the first level of Potence only.
Freebie Traits: Ghouls receive 10 Freebie points.
All traits not appropriate for Ghouls are disallowed (Generation Background, Vampire specific Merits 
and Flaws).
All restrictions for vampire characters stated in the above house rules apply to Ghouls as well.
A Ghoul’s maximum discipline level is determined by it’s Domitor’s Generation.
13th & 14th: 1st Basic. 11th/12th: 2nd Basic. 10th/9th: 1st Intermediate 8th: 2nd Intermediate

Bonus Starting Experience:
The OWBN limits new player characters to 30 bonus experience points at creation. These points are 
spent after a character has gone through the standard Mind's Eye Theatre creation rules and are spent 
per the experience point cost outlined in those rules. Although This experience is awarded solely at the 
discretion of the HST, the standard typically used by SoD is 20 bonus experience with 10 additional 
being awarded if the player provides a sort written background for their new character.



Home Chronicle:
Players are free to create characters based in Shard of Darkness regardless of their geographic living 
location. However, if that player lives within the borders of another OWBN member Chonicle's domain
they must seek permission from the Staff of that game to be based out of Shards of Darkness.

Abilities:

The use of any ability that controls another player's action may not cause them to violate their nature or,
if applicable, their code of honor. Players may ignore any such commands not issued using a 
supernatural power or discipline by expending a willpower trait.

Awareness: Players may make a static mental test vs the mental traits of the user of any failed 
discipline or supernatural power using Awareness as their retest to notice that someone attempted to use
a power. This does not reveal the specific power used nor does it allow the Player to know the source of
the power.

Demolitions: HST approval is required for any PC or NPC to purchase this ability. 99% of the time the 
HST will tell PC's no.

Politics: Use of Politics to learn the Status of Kindred in Shards of Darkness will work as follows. One 
Trait of Politics can be spent to learn the Status of a Vampire of the same Domain as the spender. Two 
Traits of Politics may be spent to learn the Status of a Vampire in a neighboring Domain (50 miles). 
Three Traits of Politics may be spent to learn the Status of a Vampire in a close Domain (200 miles). 
Four Traits of Politics may be spent to learn the Status of a Vampire in the same country. Five Traits of 
Politics may spent to learn the Status of any one Vampire in the Camarilla.

The Rending: If you possess this ability you may use it by expending a Trait of the ability during the 
challenge. You may not use an ability to retest during this challenge, as you have already utilized your 
ability option to gain the benefits of The Rending. If your attack is successful and inflicts damage, your
opponent loses one Trait of Blood.

Any ability, merit, flaw, discipline or other power not found in a Mind's Eye Theatre book written 
specifically for the Vampire The Masquerade or Sabbat Genre will not be allowed without prior 
approval from the HST.

Learning New Abilities:
Learning a new ability requires a teacher with at least two levels in that ability. Learning a Lore 
regardless of whether it is a new ability or not requires a teacher with a Lore of the same level that you 
are learning. The HST may approve access to learning abilities without a teacher at their discretion. 
Players should provide suitable justification for learning without a teacher.

Backgrounds and Influences:
With the exception of Resources, all backgrounds and influences Refresh at the start of each Game 
Session. Resources Refresh at the first Game Session each month.

Military Force: Purchase of this Background requires HST approval.

Retainers: This background represents a Non-Player Character devoted to the Player Character. This 
may take the form of an Animal, Mortal Seritor, Ghoul, or Ghost (aka Spirit Slave).



Each retainer will be created according to the rules outlined for their specific genre with the following 
exceptions.

1 Level of Retainer is required for an NPC with base creation points. Each additional level of retainer 
will invest 5 bonus experience points into the NPC at creation. All limitations for PC ghouls shall apply
to NPC ghouls. Unless otherwise noted all limitations for PC Vampires or PC Ghouls (whichever is 
more restrictive) shall apply to all other retainers.

A Player may have 5 levels of retainer invested in each type of retainer. EG: 5 levels invested in one or 
multiple ghouls, 5 levels invested in one or multiple animals and so on.

Healing:
Laws of the Night Revised lists two different sets of rules for healing. Vampires can heal damage in the
following ways:

Bashing: One Blood Trait can be spent to heal two levels of Bashing damage.
Lethal: One Blood Trait can be spent to heal one level of Lethal damage.
Aggravated: Three Blood Traits can heal one level of Aggravated damage. Only one level of 
Aggravated damage can be healed per day unless a Willpower Trait is expended per additional wound 
healed. Per Laws of the Night, Aggravated damage is only healed during the day while the player 
character is asleep.

Healing can be done during combat with out using an action so long as the character is capable of 
spending the Blood required.

Merits and Flaws:

Ambidextrous: This merit exempts the Player Character from the ability requirements for two weapon 
fighting.

Iron Will: In addition to the benefits outlined in Laws of the Night Revised, the possessor of this Merit 
may spend a second willpower when retesting against uses of Dominate.

Lucky: A stamped and dated item Card for each luck retest must be used to represent the Player 
Character's luck retests. If the player does not have this card they may not use a luck retest. The player 
of a character with this Merit shall be given up to 3 such item cards per month and may not posses 
more than 3 at any given time.

Time:
Unless otherwise noted by the power the duration of “Scene” shall be assumed to be 1 hour or the 
remainder of the current scene, whichever is shorter.

Willpower:
Willpower Refreshes completely at the first Game Session of each month.



Combat:

The HST or presiding AST shall be the final adjudicator of all combat challenges. Staff members may 
not Adjudicate for any combat scene in which their own player character is involved.

Aggressive Physical challenges are always contested challenges unless the players involved agree 
otherwise. Bidding of traits, retests, canceling retests and so on shall proceed as outlined in Laws of the
Night Revised. The adjudicating staff member shall be the final arbiter of what abilities are appropriate 
for retests if a dispute arises. Players are always free to insist that the Laws of the Night Revised book 
is consulted if they so desire.

Phases:
Combat rounds shall follow the phases outlined below.

Blood: All characters involved in the scene declare any blood expenditures at the start of each combat 
round.

Pre-emptive actions: Characters employing a pre-emptive power such as Celerity or Spirit of the Fray 
act in this turn. The character with the higher level of Celerity acts first. In a tie the character with more
physical traits acts first. For purposes of cross-genre interaction Spirit of the Fray shall be considered 
equal to Rapidity in power.

Normal Actions: Any character that did not act during the Pre-emptive phase acts now in order of 
highest Physical traits. Anyone using a Social or Mental challenge also acts in this phase comparing the
appropriate trait pools in order to determine turn order. Two players contesting one another always act 
at the same time.

Celerity Actions: Extra actions granted by the power Celerity or use of Rage or other power that grants 
extra actions occur as the last phase of combat.

Multiple Attackers: No character may be subject to more than 5 challenges in any one phase.

Touch Attacks: Powers or other actions requiring physical contact always requires a contested physical 
challenge. Casual contact is not counted for this purpose (eg the opposing player shall always have the 
opportunity to contest the consequences of a touch action)

Magic that requires touch to be effective always requires skin-on-skin contact.

Clan Flaws:

Negative social traits may only be bid against a player who is showing their true face. Players whose 
true appearance is obscured with Mask of 1000 Faces or other appearance altering powers are 
considered to have no negative social traits unless they specifically allow for it in the appearance they 
assume.



Items, Powers, and Cards:

To be used in combat all Items, Non-Obvious Powers etc require a card to be signed and dated or 
stamped by an AST or the HST. Non-Obvious powers with a duration must included the time the power
was activated on the card that represents it. If the player in question does not possess such a card the 
power is considered to be inactive when combat begins.

Rituals: All active rituals required a stamped and dated card.

Luck/Oracular Ability Retests: Retests for Luck, Oracular Ability, or Otherwise granted by some other 
power require a stamped and dated card.

Fetishes: Active fetishes require a stamped and dated card as well as the appropriate tests to activate the
Fetish. The duration and time of activation must be noted on the card.

For any power not activated during combat a card is required if the use of that power is not 
immediately obvious.

Disciplines Errata:

No power or discipline may be exercised outside the borders of the Domain of Toledo without the 
express permission of the HST or the HST of the OWBN member Chronicle that the power will effect.

Use of non-physical disciplines requires a full action unless otherwise stated in the power. Disciplines 
requiring a touch attack are assumed to activate during the attempt to touch the target of the attack.

Unless otherwise contradicted by the power, all blood magic is considered Obvious as it usually 
requires some sort of movement, speaking, and other arcane action. Blood Magic that does not state 
otherwise is considered a non-physical action and as such requires 1 full round action to use. 
Character's who are bound or otherwise can not speak or perform these actions may not employ Blood 
Magic.

No Discipline crosses the boundary of realms (umbra, shadowlands etc) unless the Discipline states 
otherwise. For example Disciplines activated by a non-manifested character using Psychic Projection 
may only effect other mental beings or other characters using Psychic Projection.

Unless otherwise stated, any Discipline that requires the expenditure or bidding of traits for a specific 
physical effect or duration (eg Arms of the Abyss) are limited to 3 such traits. For non-obvious effects 
(eg most uses of Obfuscate), or any power where no physical combat advantage is gained, this limit 
does not apply.

Only one form changing power (eg Horrid Form, Skin of the Adder etc) may be in effect on a character
at any given time.



Specific Discipline Errata:

Animalism:
Feral Whispers: Feral Whispers is not a language. Players possessing Feral Whispers may not speak to 
one another unless one of them is possessing or in the form of an animal.

Quell the Beast: This power shall last for 1 hour or the duration of a scene, whichever is shorter. The 
effects of this power do not prevent players from sacrificing permanent willpower (eg for powering 
Aegis). This power requires physical or eye contact to be used. Physical contact may not cause damage 
unless the target is in a state of frenzy.

Subsume the Spirit: All blood cost for powers used while possessing an animal with this power must 
come from the host body. That means in most cases the host body must be a ghouled animal. Unless the
posessed animal can talk and gesture, it is impossible to use most blood magic in concert with this 
power.

Drawing out the Beast: The negative trait gained from failure to use this power is only gained if its user
also frenzys as a result. The frenzy caused by the power (either from failed or successful use) may not 
be resisted per normal means.

Auspex:
When contesting other Disciplines, such as Obfuscate, with Auspex you may only test once per scene 
per character.

Psychic Projection: Powers used while manifested end at the end of the turn unless the character 
expends the appropriate traits to remain manifested. Character's in combat while using Psychic 
Projection may move a number of steps in a round equal to twice their total permanent mental traits.

Celerity:

Alacrity: Any non-physical Discipline may be used as an alacrity action except for Blood Magic. For 
purposes of Cross Genre powers, unless otherwise stated, each level of Celerity the character possesses 
adds 2 to the appropriate trait pool for comparing turn order.

Rapidity and Fleetness: The modifiers granted to ranged combat only apply if a Dexterity based trait is 
bid.

Fleetness: For cross-genre powers the character has +10 traits when comparing for ties unless the 
opposing cross-genre power also allows its user to win all ties.

Chimestry:

The illusions created with this power may not mimic the specific effects of another power (eg Soul 
Stealing). The user of this power need only defeat anyone immediately present at the time of the 
illusion's creation in a Social test. Otherwise the character must have heightened senses up when 
coming into contact with the illusion to gain a test.



Horrid Reality: Providing the user of this power defeats his target in the appropriate Social challenge 
no other physical challenge is required for attacks crated by this power to succeed and cause “damage.”
A character made to believe they have been staked is staked without the need for a staking challenge, 
however any Merits or other abilities that misplace the heart or prevent damage may be used (eg Aegis,
Misplaced Heart Merit, Heart of Darkness Discipline etc). Killing Blows, or attacks that ignore or 
contradict established reality will allow for an additional contested social challenge (eg a Stake that 
ignores the ritual Deflection of Wooden Doom). Further, a player with the appropriate Lores or training
will may gain a retest. For example a player with the appropriate Lore witnessing a Werewolf that does 
not inflict delirium would gain a retest. Damage caused by this power is always lethal and will never 
exceed 3 levels of damage. Further, bonus damage from powers such as Puissance would not apply as 
the damage caused by this power is not technically real.

Dementation:

Total Insanity: Character's subject to Total Insanity that fail the contested challenge immediately draw 
cards for five random derangements which become active. If the player fails to properly role-play those
derangements the HST or presiding AST may remove the character from play for the remainder of the 
session.

Dominate:

Mesmerism: A player character that has been given a hypnotic suggestion via mesmerism must be 
given an item card that states the specific trigger, the command to be carried out, and the dominator's 
mental traits and generation at the time of use. A character may only have one implanted suggestion at 
a time.

Forgetful Mind: A player character effected by forgetful mind must be given an item card that details 
the specific memories erased or changed as well as the generation and mental traits of the dominator.

Possession: Blood costs for disciplines used while possessing a host body must come from that body. 
That means that in most cases the host body must be a ghoul for most disciplines to work.

Fortitude:

Aegis: In addition to its normal benefits, characters possessing Aegis need not spend a Physical trait to 
win on ties when testing damage down with Resilience and Resistance.

Necromancy:

Soul Steal: This power last for 1 hour or 1 scene whichever is shorter and may not be extended in 
duration by any means. If the body of the character subject to this power is damaged in any way the 
soul instantly returns to their body regardless of its current occupancy. Any soul in the body that was 
not their originally is forcibly pushed out when this occurs. 

Daemonic Possession: The spirit of a Player Character may not be permanently bound to a host body 
without that player's express consent. At most a player character's spirit may be bound to a body that is 
not their own for a period of 1 month at which time their spirit automatically returns to their original 
body providing it is still alive.



Obfuscate:

Mask of 1000 Faces: This power may not be used to hide the effects of other powers that drastically 
alter the appearance of the user such as Typhonic Beast, Horrid Form, Tenebrous Form etc.

Obtenebration:

Negative traits caused by various levels of this power to not stack.

Shroud of Night: A character may only have 1 shroud of night in effect at a time.

Arms of the Abyss: A character may have at most 5 arms of the abyss active at any time. Costs for 
retests are paid by the controller of the arms and not the arms themselves.

Potence:
Uses of supernatural strength are still subject to the laws of physics. For example if someone is 
attempting to lift you off the ground no amount of strength will prevent this. The presiding ST is the 
final arbiter of whether or not Potence can be used to resist an attack.

Might: The might retest is the last retest for the user of might, not for his opponent. Luck, Oracular 
Ability, or other similar retests may still be used by the opponent. The user of Might may not retest on 
the same challenge.

Intensity: If a user of intensity fails and uses the overbid option for a retest he or she may not bid potent
on the subsequent test.

Puissance: Use of Puissance in a challenge guarantees at least 1 level of lethal damage. For cross-genre 
purposes Puissance gives the user +10 traits for comparison on ties unless their opponent also posesses 
a power that allows them to win ties on physical challenges.

Presence:

All uses of Presence require the users face to be visible. Summon is the sole exception to this rule.

Awe: Awe may only be used on a retest if the challenger is physically present.

Summon: A character who has been summoned will proceed without delay to the summoner. If a 
physical barrier the character has no means of defeating prevents the summoned character from 
proceeding the summon ends. If a character would knowingly pass through harm (eg Fire, Werewolf 
territory etc) with no other alternative to proceed the Summon ends. Characters subject to this power 
are not aware of the supernatural summons; they will find a reason to travel to the location without 
realizing why they are going. Upon failure the same summoner may not attempt to re-summon the 
same person for 24 hours. Per the rule listed above concerning range of powers, a Summon may not 
extend beyond the borders of the Domain of Toledo.



Protean:

Shape of the Beast: Only the fight form of this power gains the bonus physical traits and aggravated bit 
damage. Physical merits or other such benefits do not translate to the animal form assumed (eg Huge 
Size, Cat-Like balance etc).

Quietus: 
A weapon may only be effected by 1 use of quietus and may have no more traits of blood applied to it 
than its bonus traits or 5 traits total, whichever is less.

Scorpion's Touch: Traits lost to this power may not be regained in any way until Sunrise following the 
night in which the traits were lost.

Dagon's Call: Fortitude soaks damage from this power as if it were one source of damage. This power 
is not limited by the 3 trait rule limiting physical disciplines.

Baal's Caress: All damage inflicted by a weapon this power has been used on is aggravated, including 
extra damage from potence. Damage from wards on this weapon is still lethal.

Taste of Death: This power will inflict 2 levels of aggravated damage per hit.

Serpentis:

Eyes of the Serpent: This power ends the moment anyone takes an aggressive action against the target 
or the target is damaged in some way. Attackers of a mesmerized target may claim surprise.

Form of the Cobra: This power grants the benefits of Skin of the Adder in addition to its normal 
benefits. The venom from this form will kill normal Mortals at the end of the round in which they were 
bitten. Ghouls and Revenants will instead take 2 additional levels of damage at the end of the round in 
which they were bitten. Multiple bites will not inflict multiple uses of the venom (eg only 2 extra levels
of damage per round are possible)

Temporis:
Temporis is not subject to the 3 trait limit on Disciplines. Only Stamina related traits may be used to 
fuel this Discipline.

Internal Recursion: Any aggressive action against the subject of this power will negate its effects 
following the challenge.

Lapse: Characters with celerity effected by this power must sacrifice half their actions rounded down.

Subjective Suspension: An object frozen by this power can not be moved by any means. An object held
by another may be targeted, but worn items can not.

Clotho's Gift: This power does not use an action to activate. Only powers that require an action to use 
cause lethal damage to the user of this Power.



Thanatosis:

All powers of this discipline may be canceled with Aegis in the same round that the effect is applied.
Uses of Aegis on subsequent rounds will not restore the victim of this power.

Thaumaturgy:

A Taste for Blood: This power can always detect diablrie regardless of how much time has passed.

Movement of the Mind:
Potence and Celerity vs This Power: Unless a subject is caught by surprise they may apply the wins all 
ties aspects of Potence and Celerity providing they bid the appropriate traits. Uses of celerity in this 
fashion must be able to break line of site in a single move action.

Control: If the user of the power fails to move his subject on any turn the power immediately ends.

Elemental Form: The normal requirements for disciplines apply while in this form. Eg a form without 
eyes may not use Dominate, a form without a voice or hands may not use Blood Magic.

Readiness: The bonus Traits granted by this power may not be used in aggressive Thaumaturgical 
actions.

One-Tracked Mind: This power ends as soon as the target takes damage.

Dual Thought: Unless a Blood Magic power requires a single action or less to activate this power will 
not allow for use of two Blood Magic powers in the same round.

Seizure: The target of this power may spend willpower to act normally for one turn.

Marionette: This power is limited by the 3 trait rule for physical disciplines.

Path of the Levin Bolt:
Vampires are dead and as such electricity tends not to stun them. The damage dealt by this power to the
“Undead” is bashing.


